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Abstract—Safety cases capture a structured argument linking claims about the safety of a system to the evidence justifying
those claims. However, arguments in safety cases tend to be
predominantly qualitative. Partly, this is attributed to the lack
of sufficient design and operational data necessary to measure
the achievement of high-dependability goals, particularly for
safety-critical functions implemented in software. The subjective nature of many forms of evidence, such as expert judgment
and process maturity, also contributes to the overwhelming
dependence on qualitative arguments. However, where data
for quantitative measurements can be systematically collected,
quantitative arguments provide benefits over qualitative arguments in assessing confidence in the safety case. In this paper,
we propose a basis for developing and evaluating the confidence
in integrated qualitative and quantitative safety arguments.
We specify a safety argument using the Goal Structuring
Notation (GSN), identify and quantify uncertainties therein,
and use Bayesian Networks (BNs) as a means to reason about
confidence in a probabilistic way. We illustrate our approach
using a fragment of a safety case for an unmanned aircraft
system (UAS).
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Serious concerns exist about current safety case practices [4], highlighting the need for methods to assess that sufficient confidence can be placed in safety cases. [5] proposes
an assurance approach in which a safety case comprises two
complementary arguments: the safety argument documents
the reasoning supporting the claims concerning the safety
of the system, while an interlinked, qualitative confidence
argument documents the reasoning as to why the confidence
in that safety argument is sufficient.
Others have also recognized the need to consider uncertainties in the safety argument, albeit from the perspective of
quantification, e.g., in quantifying the epistemic uncertainty
in dependability arguments when assessing the confidence in
claims about the probability of failure [6]; in evaluating the
confidence placed in safety arguments where claims address
the achievement of a desired safety integrity level [7], and
the quantification of confidence in diverse argument legs to
examine whether diversity in arguments improves overall
confidence in a safety claim [8]. Our work is closely related
to this literature through our use of a Bayesian paradigm for
uncertainty modeling and assessment.
III. P ROPOSED A PPROACH

A safety case provides an explicit means for justifying
the safety of a system through a reasoned argument and
supporting evidence. Despite the many potential advantages
that a safety case can provide with respect to the explicit
consideration of safety assurance, subjectivity inherent in the
structure of the argument and its supporting evidence, as well
as the lack of sufficient statistical data, pose a key challenge
to the measurement and quantification of confidence in the
overall safety case. Consequently, confidence in a safety case
is often assessed by appealing to qualitative reasoning.
In this paper, we explore the challenges of measuring
confidence in safety cases; in particular, we propose an
approach for confidence measurement by integrating probabilistic reasoning with Bayesian Networks (BNs) [1] into
safety arguments represented in the Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) [2]. An overarching motivation for this work is,
eventually, to integrate it into a quantitative framework for
risk analysis [3].

In our proposed approach for measuring confidence in
safety cases, we first construct the safety argument using
GSN: a graphical notation for representing arguments in
terms of basic elements such as claims, context and evidence. A GSN argument links these elements using two
main relationships: supported by and in context of, to form
a goal structure. Then we build the “confidence” argument
for the safety argument by quantifying the uncertainty in the
latter, where applicable, by using BNs. In particular, we use
BNs to measure the confidence in the claims made (and,
as a consequence, in the argument) by computing the joint
distribution of a set of random variables (r.v.) that represent
the quantified sources of uncertainty present in, and derived
from, the safety argument.
A. Example Safety Argument
Figure 1(a) shows a fragment of the safety argument
for the airborne subsystem of an experimental unmanned

aircraft system (UAS), being developed at NASA Ames.
Through hazard analysis, we have determined that the safe
functioning of the autopilot requires the correct calculation
of the angle of attack of the aircraft (G1). In this paper we
discuss ways to measure confidence in the argument and
quantify the uncertainty in this claim.
We address G1 by arguing that (a) G1.1: the Pitot (airdata) probe provides the correct sensor values to the autopilot (b) G2.1: the specification is correct and (c) G2.2: the
implementation of this specification is also correct. In turn,
these claims are justified in part (using the strategies shown)
by (a) E1: evidence arising from wind tunnel experiments
calibrating the air-data probe (b) E2: subjective assessment
of the formula used in the specification as evidenced by
the outcome of a review, (c) E3: formal verification of the
implementation, using a proof of correctness, and (d) E4:
evidence of low probability of failure on demand (PFD)
obtained from sensor datasheets.
To gauge whether G1 is to be accepted, e.g., by a
regulator, it is reasonable to present an additional argument
to justify the sufficiency of confidence in the claim (and,
as a consequence, the overall argument fragment shown).
For instance, as in [5], a qualitative confidence argument
may be created in which it is argued that (a) there is
credible support for the inference asserted via the claims
G1.1, G2.1 and G2.2 that G1 is true, (b) the assurance
deficits for this asserted inference have been identified
and (c) that the residual assurance deficits are acceptable.
Unfortunately, although there is some guidance available
on identifying where the assurance deficits lie [9], there is
little guidance on how it may be gauged that the residual
assurance deficit is acceptable. Here, the challenge for the
regulator is in assessing that a qualitative argument (i.e.,
the confidence argument) provides sufficient confidence in
another qualitative argument (i.e., the safety argument).
B. Uncertainty in the Safety Argument
The sources of uncertainty in the argument for G1, as
shown in Figure 1(a), are mainly:
(U1): Uncertainty in the sensor values is stochastic
(aleatory) and is attributed, in part, to the PFD of the Pitot
probe, and to any errors in converting the sensed analog
values to an appropriate digital equivalent. The former is
given by the variance in the PFD (or measured failure rate
in the case of continuous demand) obtained, say, through
statistical testing of the sensor. We assume, for the sake of
simplicity, that analog to digital conversion is perfect.
(U2): Uncertainty that specification is correct contains
both aleatory and epistemic uncertainties: the calibration
error of the Pitot probe (when the probe has not failed) is a
source of aleatory uncertainty that contributes to the overall
uncertainty in the correctness of the specification, whereas
the uncertainty as to whether the formula for computing the
angle of attack is itself correct and is correctly used is a

source of epistemic uncertainty. Calibration of the air-data
probe is experimentally performed in a wind tunnel [10].
A confidence level can be used to effectively specify the
confidence in the experiment and is obtained from statistical
analysis of the corresponding empirical data. The confidence
that the correct formula is used to compute the angle of
attack is subjectively gauged by reviewing the specification
against flight control theory by domain experts e.g., the
aircraft design team.
(U3): Uncertainty that the implementation is correct is
the uncertainty in the verification procedure i.e., the proof of
correctness. The verification chain contains a combination of
several steps and related tools [11] each of which induces an
uncertainty that together contribute to the overall uncertainty
that the proof is perfect. For this paper, we mainly gauge
(U3) via subjective judgment from the developers of the
verification tools. Modeling of the sources of uncertainty in
the verification chain is left for future work.
Both (U2) and (U3) are epistemic uncertainties. Additional epistemic uncertainties arise from assurance
deficits [5] in the safety argument itself, and are also
subjectively quantified.
(U4): Uncertainty in the sufficiency of the sub-claims
is the uncertainty whether the sub-claims e.g., G1.1, G2.1,
G2.2, are appropriate and sufficient to infer the parent claim
(sub-claim) e.g., G1, or whether there is a need for additional
sub-claims.
(U5): Uncertainty in the appropriateness of the context
reflects on whether the context used for a claim or a strategy
is appropriate and trustworthy.
C. Measuring Confidence
To assess the uncertainty (confidence) in the claim G1,
first we model the confidence in the claim and the sources
of uncertainty (U1) - (U5), respectively, as discrete r.v.;
subsequently we characterize the overall confidence in the
argument as the joint distribution of the r.v., and we use BNs
to quantify this joint distribution. A Bayesian paradigm is
appropriate in this context because it permits the inclusion
of both subjective and quantitative data. Additionally, BNs
allow us to (1) compute the joint distribution of r.v. by
exploiting the conditional independence between the r.v.
and (2) perform inference when evidence1 is available. The
structure of the network encodes the assumptions of conditional independence. Thus, the arcs represent dependencies
between the r.v. and may be interpreted as correlation. Each
of the r.v. has a defined set of states and an associated
probability distribution over those states.
In the BN shown in Figure 1(b), the root node Claim
Accepted (a node with only incoming arcs) models the
confidence in the claim G1. The leaf nodes (nodes without
1 Note that evidence supplied in the BN is distinctly different from the
evidence supplied in the safety argument itself. The former is evidence of
increasing, decreasing, or complete credibility in the latter.
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Figure 1. Integrated Safety Argumentation: (a) Fragment of the safety case of the airborne subsystem of the UAS (b) Corresponding BN, modeling
sources of uncertainty and confidence in the claim G1.

incoming arcs) model each of the identified sources of
uncertainty e.g., the node Proof models the confidence in
the solution E3: Proof of correctness, corresponding to the
source of uncertainty (U3). The intermediate nodes (nodes
with both incoming and outgoing arcs, e.g., Computation
Correct) abstract and aggregate relevant leaf nodes; additionally, they serve to reduce the complexity associated with
the specification of conditional probabilities and in postspecification inference.
All the nodes in the BN have the same set of five states:
hvery low, low, medium, high, very highi which are mapped
to the interval [0, 1] as: hvery low, low, medium, high, very
highi ↔ h[0, 0.2), [0.2, 0.4), [0.4, 0.6), [0.6, 0.8), [0.8, 1]i.
Such a mapping allows including confidence values that
have been obtained from both quantitative data (e.g., the
confidence level associated with the experimental calibration
of the air data probe), and from qualitative means (e.g., the
reviewer confidence in specification correctness).
The quantitative specification for each of the leaf nodes
is given as a prior probability distribution over the states

of the node; in particular, we use a (doubly) truncated
Normal distribution [12] whose mean is the prior belief (or
measure) of confidence and the variance is picked so as to
appropriately represent the confidence in this prior itself.
For intermediate nodes and the root nodes we specify a
prior conditional probability distribution (CPD) in a parametric way, again using a truncated Normal distribution.
Here, the mean of the distribution is the weighted average
of the parent r.v. while the variance is the inverse of the
sum of the weights [12]. The weights can be considered as
modeling the “strength of correlation” between the r.v. In the
context of a safety argument, this would be viewed as the
importance assigned to the contribution of a certain source
of uncertainty to the overall confidence.
Thus, if Cc , Cp , Cs and Ccc are the r.v. modeling the confidence in the accurate calibration of the air data probe, the
correctness of the proof, the correctness of the specification,
and the correct computation respectively, π(X) is a prior
distribution over a random variable X, and NT (µ, σ 2 ) is
the truncated Normal distribution with mean µ and variance

σ 2 , we have:
(i) π(Cc ) ∼ NT (µc , σc2 ), where µc is given by the
confidence measure of the experiment. In Figure 1(b),
π(Cc ) ∼ NT (0.95, 0.05) corresponds to the prior measure
of a 95% confidence level in the calibration experiment of
the air data probe.
(ii) π(Cp ) ∼ NT (µp , σp2 ), where µp is given by the
subjective measure of confidence in the proof. In Figure 1(b),
π(Cp ) ∼ NT (0.9, 0.01) would be interpreted, for instance,
as there being a priori “very high” confidence in the proof
of correctness to be supplied as evidence.
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(iii) π(Ccc |Cp , Cs ) ∼ NT (µcc , σcc
) is the CPD of the
confidence in correct computation, given the confidence in
the proof and the specification; µcc is given as ((100Cp +
100Cs )/200) i.e., the weighted average of the parent r.v.,
2
with each given equal weight; σcc
is chosen as the inverse
of the sum of weights i.e., 0.005.
The specification of the priors for the rest of the r.v. is
given in a similar way. The BN, as shown in Figure 1(b),
completely specifies the prior confidence in the overall
argument; whereas the prior confidence to be expected in
the claim, given the prior distribution of the parent r.v., is
computed as {high} ↔ NT (0.7257, 0.0145).
IV. D ISCUSSION
We have identified several challenges in quantifying confidence in a safety argument as presented; they are mainly
relevant to validating the model used for quantifying confidence. First, we believe that justifying the basic BN structure
and the assumptions of conditional independence could be
achieved, in part, by automatically generating the BN from
the GSN-based safety argument, where for each source of
uncertainty identified, a corresponding node (or nodes) exists
in the BN. Next, specifying leaf node probabilities and
the prior CPD for the relevant intermediate/root nodes is
straightforward, where empirical data is available. When
only subjective judgment is available, quantifying confidence
and selecting an appropriate prior distribution is problematic
despite extensive research on belief elicitation methods [6].
We believe that one way to address this issue is to
identify metrics using techniques such as the Goal-QuestionMetric (GQM) method [13] and to correlate these metrics
to confidence levels based on a defined quality model, e.g.,
we hypothesize that a metric such as coverage (by a safety
argument) of hazards (in a hazard list) would correlate with
the confidence in the sufficiency of the argument.
Finally, we require greater investigation to justify the
weights used in specifying CPD requires. Assuming that
the strategies used to decompose goals are viewed as being
equally important, using equal weights appears to be a
reasonable way forward.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
Our preliminary investigation has emphasized the importance of treating assurance in an integrated way through link-

ing qualitative safety arguments to quantitative arguments
about uncertainty and confidence. This integration reaps the
benefits of GSN in clearly communicating safety arguments
to the many stakeholders of the safety case, while ensuring
rigor in measuring confidence via probabilistic reasoning
using BNs. We believe that when integrated into an engineering processes, the safety arguments in this approach
will influence the development, assessment and management
activities, whereas the confidence arguments will influence
the level of rigor required in these activities to achieve the
desired level of confidence in the safety arguments.
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